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“Kane,” officially known as FTCh Gusty Garry, hailed from Northern Scotland near 
Aberdeen.  Kane earned his British Field Trial Champion title and qualified for the ’05 
British Retriever Championship by winning the Scottish Gundog Association’s two-day 
Open Qualifier.  He was one of only 48 dogs in the UK to qualify for the championship 
in 2005.  
  
Kane’s English competition successes were recognized early on when he was selected to 
represent Scotland as a member of the ‘03 and ’04 Scottish Gundog team, which 
competed in international competitions.  In 2003, Kane received a most prestigious 
recognition when he, at just over 3 years of age, was selected as “Top Dog” at the ’03 
CLA Game Fairs International Retriever Competition, the largest game fair in the world.  
Kane led the Scottish team to victory that year.    
  
Kane possesses an impressive pedigree with 12 titled ancestors of 14 in a three-
generation pedigree, including FTCh Pocklea Remus on both the top and bottom of his 
bloodlines.  Remus is considered to be the most successful Labrador sire in British 
history.  Kane has sired pups in Scotland making him a true international producer of 
superior English retrievers.    
  
I personally witnessed Kane’s grandmother, FTCh Glenpatrick Halo, earn her title when 
she won the two-day open stake at Sandringham, the Queen’s estate, in 2000.  She took 
on the best retrievers in the business that day under three well-known judges including 
Bill Meldrum, the Queen’s retriever trainer and head keeper at Sandringham.  The 
winning drive may be seen on our website on the international page. Halo qualified twice 
for the British championship during her carrier and her mother, Gusto, qualified 
once….an amazing line of females.  
  
  
Halo went on to produce several brilliant offsprings, the most notable, FTCh Glenpatrick 
Eve and FTCh Glenpatrick Eclipse of Craigenros.  Eve qualified for the British 
Championship four consecutive years and placed third in 2001.  Eclipse qualified twice.  
Another of her pups, FTW Glenpatrick Daniel, qualified in 1999.  Kane’s mother, 



Glenpatrick Blue Bell, was a fabulous shooting dog but never trialed.  
  
While “picking up with him” at Arley Hall, a historic English estate shoot, before his 
departure to the U.S., I received many compliments about Kane’s confirmation and his 
style and proficiency in the field from both the guns and the estate owner, Lord 
Ashbrook.  Kane is fast, possesses a brilliant, gamefinding nose. He is bold to the water, 
and fearless in thick cover.  Yet, he has an amazingly quiet, biddable disposition, which 
is immediately apparent in the field, the blind, or around the home, the perfect balance 
between drive and civil nature.  
  
Beautiful in confirmation with thousands of birds retrieved to his credit, Kane is proven 
in UK competitions, upland hunting and waterfowl from the most prestigious, 
British/Scottish estates to the muddy waters of America’s Deep South.  Kane is a perfect 
example of a Wildrose International Gentleman’s Gundog.  
 
 
 

 
Gary Youngson of Scotland handling FTCh Gusty Garry, "Kane" 

 at the '05 British Retriever Championship 


